Please find here some policy relevant findings from Dr Garry's research on 'Power Sharing and Voting in Northern Ireland' that was very generously funded by the British Academy. These links provide material that is designed to help inform the work of a range of actors: the Northern Ireland Assembly, the Electoral Commission NI, the Policy Innovation Unit of the Office of First Minister/ deputy First Minister (OFM/dFM), the United Nations and second level teachers of Politics in Northern Ireland.

For 'Northern Ireland: Who are we now?', the documentary aired on BBC Radio 4 on 31 December 2012, Dr Garry provided background research to Claire Burgoyne (producer) and William Crawley (presenter) and contributed as interviewee in terms of discussing the proportion of people self-identifying as 'Northern Irish' and how this choice of identity relates to a range of demographics, political views and political behaviour. See here.

The programme was repeated on BBC Radio Ulster on 14 February 2013: see here.

Dr Garry's specific contribution to the programme was discussed in the main political blog in Northern Ireland (Slugger O'Toole) and also in a piece in the Huffington Post. Available here and here.

Dr Garry gave a public talk at a seminar organised by the Electoral Commission NI: 'Putting voters first: Transparency and openness in the electoral and democratic process in Northern Ireland' (February 14, 2013). Dr Garry's co-presenters included: Mike Penning (Northern Ireland Office Minister of State), Anna Carragher (Electoral Commissioner for Northern Ireland), and John Stewart (Director of Information and Outreach at the NI Assembly). After the talk, Dr Garry was interviewed for the main political blog in Northern Ireland (Slugger O'Toole). The six minute audio interview is here.

Dr Garry delivered a public talk at Stormont (14 March 2014), entitled 'Reconnecting the public with the European Union'. The last section of the talk focuses on Northern Ireland citizens' attitudes to the EU and how such attitudes influence voting behaviour. The filmed talk is here.

Dr Garry was invited as an expert witness to give a talk to the Convention on the subject of 'Should voting rights in a Republic of Ireland Presidential election be extended to people living in Northern Ireland?' This presentation to citizens and politicians was filmed and is available here.

The final report, containing the full text of Dr Garry's contribution is here.

Dr Garry's co-panellists included deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness and other senior politicians and a senior academic.

Dr Garry has contributed his research findings to the NI Community Relations Council and was invited to produce data tables directly for the Research Director's 2nd Annual Peace Monitoring Report. The data provided describe how Northern Ireland citizens evaluate the performance of the 2001-2011 power sharing government. Available here.